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A superb love story from Anna Quindlen, the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Rise and Shine, Blessings, and A Short Guide to a Happy Life
 
Still Life with Bread Crumbs begins with an imagined gunshot and ends with a
new tin roof. Between the two is a wry and knowing portrait of Rebecca Winter,
a photographer whose work made her an unlikely heroine for many women. Her
career is now descendent, her bank balance shaky, and she has fled the city for
the middle of nowhere. There she discovers, in a tree stand with a roofer named
Jim Bates, that what she sees through a camera lens is not all there is to life.
 
Brilliantly written, powerfully observed, Still Life with Bread Crumbs is a deeply
moving and often very funny story of unexpected love, and a stunningly crafted
journey into the life of a woman, her heart, her mind, her days, as she discovers
that life is a story with many levels, a story that is longer and more exciting than
she ever imagined.

Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for
author chats and more.

“There comes a moment in every novelist’s career when she . . . ventures into
new territory, breaking free into a marriage of tone and style, of plot and
characterization, that’s utterly her own. Anna Quindlen’s marvelous romantic
comedy of manners is just such a book. . . . Taken as a whole, Quindlen’s
writings represent a generous and moving interrogation of women’s experience
across the lines of class and race. [Still Life with Bread Crumbs] proves all the
more moving because of its light, sophisticated humor. Quindlen’s least overtly
political novel, it packs perhaps the most serious punch. . . . Quindlen has
delivered a novel that will have staying power all its own.”—The New York
Times Book Review
 
“[A] wise tale about second chances, starting over, and going after what is most
important in life.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune

“Quindlen’s astute observations . . . are the sorts of details every writer and
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reader lives for.”—Chicago Tribune

“[Anna] Quindlen’s seventh novel offers the literary equivalent of comfort food. .
. . She still has her finger firmly planted on the pulse of her generation.”—NPR

“Enchanting . . . [The protagonist’s] photographs are celebrated for turning the
‘minutiae of women’s lives into unforgettable images,’ and Quindlen does the
same here with her enveloping, sure-handed storytelling.”—People

“Charming . . . a hot cup of tea of a story, smooth and comforting about the
vulnerabilities of growing older . . . a pleasure.”—USA Today
 
“With spare, elegant prose, [Quindlen] crafts a poignant glimpse into the inner
life of an aging woman who discovers that reality contains much more color than
her own celebrated black-and-white images.”—Library Journal
 
“Quindlen has always excelled at capturing telling details in a story, and she does
so again in this quiet, powerful novel, showing the charged emotions that teem
beneath the surface of daily life.”—Publishers Weekly
 
“Quindlen presents instantly recognizable characters who may be appealingly
warm and nonthreatening, but that only serves to drive home her potent message
that it’s never too late to embrace life’s second chances.”—Booklist
 
“Profound . . . engaging.”—Kirkus Reviews
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mind, her days, as she discovers that life is a story with many levels, a story that is longer and more exciting
than she ever imagined.
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“There comes a moment in every novelist’s career when she . . . ventures into new territory, breaking free
into a marriage of tone and style, of plot and characterization, that’s utterly her own. Anna Quindlen’s
marvelous romantic comedy of manners is just such a book. . . . Taken as a whole, Quindlen’s writings
represent a generous and moving interrogation of women’s experience across the lines of class and race.
[Still Life with Bread Crumbs] proves all the more moving because of its light, sophisticated humor.
Quindlen’s least overtly political novel, it packs perhaps the most serious punch. . . . Quindlen has delivered
a novel that will have staying power all its own.”—The New York Times Book Review
 
“[A] wise tale about second chances, starting over, and going after what is most important in
life.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune

“Quindlen’s astute observations . . . are the sorts of details every writer and reader lives for.”—Chicago
Tribune

“[Anna] Quindlen’s seventh novel offers the literary equivalent of comfort food. . . . She still has her finger
firmly planted on the pulse of her generation.”—NPR

“Enchanting . . . [The protagonist’s] photographs are celebrated for turning the ‘minutiae of women’s lives
into unforgettable images,’ and Quindlen does the same here with her enveloping, sure-handed
storytelling.”—People

“Charming . . . a hot cup of tea of a story, smooth and comforting about the vulnerabilities of growing older .
. . a pleasure.”—USA Today
 



“With spare, elegant prose, [Quindlen] crafts a poignant glimpse into the inner life of an aging woman who
discovers that reality contains much more color than her own celebrated black-and-white images.”—Library
Journal
 
“Quindlen has always excelled at capturing telling details in a story, and she does so again in this quiet,
powerful novel, showing the charged emotions that teem beneath the surface of daily life.”—Publishers
Weekly
 
“Quindlen presents instantly recognizable characters who may be appealingly warm and nonthreatening, but
that only serves to drive home her potent message that it’s never too late to embrace life’s second
chances.”—Booklist
 
“Profound . . . engaging.”—Kirkus Reviews
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Editorial Review

From Booklist
Rebecca Winter was once a famous photographer, and, with any luck, she will be again. Having achieved
surprising early success with her feminist “Kitchen Counter” collection, Rebecca, now 60, finds herself on
fame and fortune’s flip side. With her former torrent of royalties dwindling to a trickle, Rebecca has been
forced to give up her perfect Manhattan apartment for a paltry upstate cabin, and with marauding raccoons,
stray dogs, and trigger-happy hunters, life in the country is proving to be no walk in Central Park. Luckily,
Rebecca still has her camera, and she soon finds inspiration for new work in unexpected places, often in the
company of a bird-watching roofer named Jim, whose quiet companionship proves to be just the balm she
needs to fully embrace her unfamiliar surroundings. A Pulitzer Prize–winning columnist and star in the
pantheon of domestic fiction (Every Last One, 2010), Quindlen presents instantly recognizable characters
who may be appealingly warm and nonthreatening, but that only serves to drive home her potent message
that it’s never too late to embrace life’s second chances.HIGH-DEMAND BACKSTORY: Best-selling
Quindlen will hit the road with her latest novel, backed by a mammoth media promotional campaign. --Carol
Haggas

Review
“There comes a moment in every novelist’s career when she . . . ventures into new territory, breaking free
into a marriage of tone and style, of plot and characterization, that’s utterly her own. Anna Quindlen’s
marvelous romantic comedy of manners is just such a book. . . . Taken as a whole, Quindlen’s writings
represent a generous and moving interrogation of women’s experience across the lines of class and race.
[Still Life with Bread Crumbs] proves all the more moving because of its light, sophisticated humor.
Quindlen’s least overtly political novel, it packs perhaps the most serious punch. . . . Quindlen has delivered
a novel that will have staying power all its own.”—The New York Times Book Review
 
“[A] wise tale about second chances, starting over, and going after what is most important in
life.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune

“Quindlen’s astute observations . . . are the sorts of details every writer and reader lives for.”—Chicago
Tribune

“[Anna] Quindlen’s seventh novel offers the literary equivalent of comfort food. . . . She still has her finger
firmly planted on the pulse of her generation.”—NPR

“Enchanting . . . [The protagonist’s] photographs are celebrated for turning the ‘minutiae of women’s lives
into unforgettable images,’ and Quindlen does the same here with her enveloping, sure-handed
storytelling.”—People

“Charming . . . a hot cup of tea of a story, smooth and comforting about the vulnerabilities of growing older .
. . a pleasure.”—USA Today
 
“Quindlen has made a home at the top of the bestsellers lists with novels that capture the grace and frailty of
everyday life, and her latest work is sure to take her there again. With spare, elegant prose, she crafts a
poignant glimpse into the inner life of an aging woman who discovers that reality contains much more color
than her own celebrated black-and-white images.”—Library Journal
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“Quindlen has always excelled at capturing telling details in a story, and she does so again in this quiet,
powerful novel, showing the charged emotions that teem beneath the surface of daily life.”—Publishers
Weekly

“A Pulitzer Prize–winning columnist and star in the pantheon of domestic fiction (Every Last One, 2010),
Quindlen presents instantly recognizable characters who may be appealingly warm and nonthreatening, but
that only serves to drive home her potent message that it’s never too late to embrace life’s second
chances.”—Booklist

“Profound . . . engaging.”—Kirkus Reviews

From the Hardcover edition.

About the Author
Anna Quindlen is a novelist and journalist whose work has appeared on fiction, nonfiction, and self-help
bestseller lists. She is the author of seven novels: Object Lessons, One True Thing, Black and Blue,
Blessings, Rise and Shine, Every Last One, and Still Life with Bread Crumbs. Her memoir Lots of Candles,
Plenty of Cake, published in 2012, was a number one New York Times bestseller. Her book A Short Guide to
a Happy Life has sold more than a million copies. While a columnist at The New York Times she won the
Pulitzer Prize and published two collections, Living Out Loud and Thinking Out Loud. Her Newsweek
columns were collected in Loud and Clear.

From the Hardcover edition.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Christopher Hunnicutt:

Here thing why this kind of Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel are different and trustworthy to be yours.
First of all reading a book is good but it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as
delicious as food or not. Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel giving you information deeper as different
ways, you can find any publication out there but there is no e-book that similar with Still Life with Bread
Crumbs: A Novel. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your own eyes about the thing which
happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. It is easy to bring everywhere like in
area, café, or even in your way home by train. When you are having difficulties in bringing the branded book
maybe the form of Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel in e-book can be your option.

Ina French:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the name Still Life with
Bread Crumbs: A Novel suitable to you? The particular book was written by popular writer in this era. The
book untitled Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novelis one of several books that everyone read now. This
book was inspired a lot of people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new shape that
you ever know before. The author explained their concept in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to
know the core of this book. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So that you



can see the represented of the world on this book.

Michael Fischer:

This Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel is great reserve for you because the content that is full of
information for you who always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book
reveal it info accurately using great organize word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you
are read the idea hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward
sentences but tough core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Still Life with Bread Crumbs:
A Novel in your hand like keeping the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular.
We can say that no publication that offer you world with ten or fifteen moment right but this publication
already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Hi Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt this?

Larry Pulido:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the very best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
identified as of book Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel. You can add your knowledge by it. Without
departing the printed book, it can add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most
crucial that, you must aware about book. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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